Magnetization switching at the interface between ferromagnetic and paramagnetic metals, controlled by current-induced torques, could be exploited in magnetic memory technologies. Compelling questions arise regarding the role played in the switching by the spin Hall effect in the paramagnet and by the spin-orbit torque originating from the broken inversion symmetry at the interface. Of particular importance are the antidamping components of these current-induced torques acting against the equilibrium-restoring Gilbert damping of the magnetization dynamics. Here, we report the observation of an antidamping spin-orbit torque that stems from the Berry curvature, in analogy to the origin of the intrinsic spin Hall effect. We chose the ferromagnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As as a material system because its crystal inversion asymmetry allows us to measure bare ferromagnetic films, rather than ferromagnetic-paramagnetic heterostructures, eliminating by design any spin Hall effect contribution. We provide an intuitive picture of the Berry curvature origin of this antidamping spin-orbit torque as well as its microscopic modelling. We expect the Berry curvature spin-orbit torque to be of comparable strength to the spin-Hall-effect-driven antidamping torque in ferromagnets interfaced with paramagnets with strong intrinsic spin Hall effect.
I
n one interpretation discussed in the literature so far, currentinduced switching at ferromagnet/paramagnet interfaces 1,2 originates from an antidamping component of the spin-orbit torque (SOT) 1, at the broken space-inversion-symmetry interface, while in another 2, 23, 25 , the spin Hall effect (SHE) [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] in the paramagnet combines with the antidamping spin-transfer torque (STT) [33] [34] [35] [36] in the ferromagnet. Because, so far, the theories have considered a scattering-related SOT with an antidamping component that is expected to be relatively weak compared with the field-like SOT component 18, 19 , much attention has been focused on the SHE-STT interpretation, in which the large SHE originates from the Berry curvature in the band structure of a clean crystal 2, 28, 29, 37 . The focus of the present work is on a large antidamping SOT that stems from a Berry curvature origin analogous to intrinsic SHE.
In conventional semiclassical transport theory, the linear response of the carrier system to the applied electric field is described by the non-equilibrium distribution function of carrier eigenstates, which are considered to be unperturbed by the electric field. The form of the non-equilibrium distribution function is obtained by accounting for the combined effects of the carrier acceleration in the field and of scattering. For the SOT, the non-equilibrium distribution function can be used to evaluate the currentinduced carrier spin density, which then exerts the torque on the magnetization via carrier-magnetic moment exchange coupling. The field-like component of the SOT reported in previous theoretical and experimental studies in (Ga,Mn)As films 4, 8, 9, 11, 24 and predicted for interfaces with broken structural inversion symmetry 5, 6 is described within this theory framework. Scattering-related mechanisms were also considered to generate an antidamping-like component of the SOT in the transition-metal multilayers [17] [18] [19] [20] . In ref. 17 , the antidamping-like SOT term arises from the electron scattering-induced spin relaxation. In ref. 20 , the semiclassical diffusion formalism was used, whereas in refs 18,19 the antidamping-like SOT is obtained within a quantum kinetic formalism and ascribed to spin-dependent carrier lifetimes 18 or to a term arising from the weak-diffusion limit, which in the leading order is proportional to a constant carrier lifetime 19 . Furthermore, in ref. 18 , a connection is made between these scattering-related antidamping SOT theories and the out-of-plane spin polarization resulting from the interplay between spin-orbit interaction and external electric and magnetic fields in a non-magnetic two-dimensional Rashba system in the presence of anisotropic impurity scattering 38 . Unlike transport theories based on evaluating the non-equilibrium distribution function, in time-dependent quantum-mechanical perturbation theory the linear response is described by the equilibrium distribution function and by the perturbation of carrier wavefunctions in the applied electric field. This latter framework formed the basis for the intrinsic Berry curvature mechanism originally introduced to explain the anomalous Hall effect in the ferromagnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As (ref. 39 ) and, subsequently, also in a number of common transition-metal ferromagnets 40 . Via the anomalous Hall effect, Berry curvature physics entered the field of the SHE, where studies again initially focused on the spin-orbit coupled semiconductor structures due to their relatively simple band structure and, subsequently, included the spin-orbit coupled metal paramagnets. The concept of a scattering-independent origin attracted the attention of a wide physics community to this relativistic phenomenon, eventually turning the SHE into an important field of condensed matter physics and spintronics 32 . In recent experiments it has been argued that the intrinsic SHE 2, 28, 29, 37 , combined with the STT, explains the symmetry and approximate magnitude of the observed in-plane current-induced magnetization switching at ferromagnet/paramagnet metal interfaces. Here, we demonstrate that there is an intrinsic antidamping SOT that has the relativistic quantum-mechanical Berry curvature origin as the intrinsic SHE. In this initial study of the intrinsic antidamping SOT we focus on (Ga,Mn)As, taking advantage again of the strong spin-orbit coupling and simple band structure of this ferromagnetic semiconductor. In the case of the SOT, (Ga,Mn)As provides yet another essential advantage, compared to, for example, common metals, allowing us to readily isolate this new SOT from the SHE-STT mechanism. The zinc-blende crystal structure of (Ga,Mn)As lacks bulk space-inversion symmetry, which makes it possible to study the SOT phenomena in a bare ferromagnetic semiconductor film 8, 10, 11 . Because no conducting paramagnet is interfaced with our (Ga,Mn)As film, the SHE-STT mechanism is excluded by design.
Theory of the Berry curvature antidamping SOT
We start by deriving the intuitive picture of our Berry curvature antidamping SOT based on the Bloch equation description of the carrier spin dynamics. In (Ga,Mn)As, the combination of the broken inversion symmetry of the zinc-blende lattice and strain can produce spin-orbit coupling terms in the Hamiltonian that are linear in momentum and have the Rashba symmetry, (Fig. 1a) [8] [9] [10] [11] . Here, s represents the Pauli spin matrices, a and b are the strengths of the Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling, respectively, p x,y are the momenta in the epilayer plane, and h − is the reduced Planck constant. The interaction between carrier spins and magnetization is described by the exchange Hamiltonian term, H ex ¼ Js . M. In (Ga,Mn)As, M corresponds to the ferromagnetically ordered local moments on the Mn d orbitals and J is the antiferromagnetic carrier-local moment kinetic-exchange constant 41 . The physical origin of our antidamping SOT is best illustrated assuming, for simplicity, a two-dimensional parabolic form of the spin-independent part of the total Hamiltonian, H = + H R(D) + H ex and the limit of H ex ≫ H R(D) , where m is the mass of the charge carriers. In equilibrium, the carrier spins are then approximately aligned with the exchange field, independent of their momentum. The origin of the SOT can be understood from solving the Bloch equations for carrier spins during the acceleration of the carriers in the applied electric field, that is, between the scattering events. Let us define the x-direction as the direction of the applied electric field E. For 2M E, the equilibrium effective magnetic field acting on the carrier spins, s = s 2 , due to the exchange term is, B eq eff ≈ (2JM, 0, 0), in units of energy. During the acceleration in the applied electric field, dp x /dt ¼ eE x (t is time and e is the carrier charge), and the effective magnetic field acquires a time-dependent y-component due to H R for which dB eff ,y dt = 2a h − dp x dt , as illustrated in 
The non-equilibrium spin orientation of the carriers acquires a timeand momentum-independent s z component. As illustrated in Fig. 1b,c , s z depends on the direction of the magnetization M with respect to the applied electric field. It has a maximum for M (anti)parallel to E and vanishes for M perpendicular to E. For a general angle, u M2E , between M and E we obtain
The total non-equilibrium spin polarization, S z ¼ 2g 2D JMs z,M , is obtained by integrating s z,M over all occupied states ( g 2D is the density of states). The non-equilibrium spin polarization produces an out-ofplane field that exerts a torque on the in-plane magnetization. From equation (2) we obtain that this intrinsic SOT is antidamping-like:
For the Rashba spin-orbit coupling, equation (3) applies to all directions of the applied electric field with respect to the crystal axes. For Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling, the symmetry of the antidamping SOT depends on the direction of E with respect to the crystal axes. In Table 1 we summarize the angle dependence of the Rashba and Dresselhaus contributions to S z for electric fields along different crystal directions. (Note that in the case of the magnetization aligned in the out-of-plane direction, the Berry curvature nonequilibrium spin-polarization component will have an in-plane direction, with the in-plane angle depending on the form of the spin-orbit Hamiltonian and on the current direction.) To highlight the analogy in microscopic mechanisms but also the distinct phenomenologies of our antidamping SOT and the intrinsic Berry curvature SHE 28,29 , we illustrate in Fig. 1d the solution of the Bloch equations in the absence of the exchange Hamiltonian term 29 .
In this case, B eff eq depends on the angle u p of the carrier momentum with respect to E, which implies a momentum-dependent z-component of the non-equilibrium spin,
Clearly, the same spin rotation mechanism that generates the uniform bulk spin accumulation in the case of our antidamping SOT in a ferromagnet ( Fig. 1b) is responsible for the scattering-independent spin current of the SHE in a paramagnet (Fig. 1d) . Note that the SHE spin current yields zero spin accumulation in the bulk, and a net spin polarization can occur only at the edges of the paramagnet.
To complete the picture of the common origin between the microscopic physics of the Berry curvature SHE and our antidamping SOT, we point out that analogous expressions for the SHE spin current and the SOT spin polarization can be obtained from the quantum-transport Kubo formula. The expression for the out-of-plane non-equilibrium spin polarization that generates our antidamping SOT is given by
where k is the wavevector, a and b are the band indices, v is the velocity operator, V is the volume and f k,a is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function corresponding to band energies E k,a . This expression is analogous to equation (9) 
Measurement of antidamping SOT in (Ga,Mn)As
Previous studies of the SOT in (Ga,Mn)As epilayers have focused on the scattering-related, field-like SOT generated by the in-plane component of the non-equilibrium spin polarization of carriers 8,9,11 . We now discuss our low-temperature (6 K) experiments in which we identify the presence of antidamping SOT due to the out-of-plane component of the non-equilibrium spin density in our in-plane magnetized (Ga,Mn)As samples. We follow the methodology of several previous experiments 2,11 and use current-induced ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) to investigate the magnitude and symmetries of the alternating fields responsible for resonantly driving the magnetization. In our experiment, illustrated schematically in Fig. 2a , a signal generator drives a microwave frequency current through a 4 mm × 40 mm microbar patterned from an 18-nm-thick (Ga,Mn)As epilayer with nominal 5% Mn-doping. A bias tee is used to measure the d.c. voltage across the sample, which is generated according to Ohm's law due to the product of the oscillating magnetoresistance (during magnetization precession) and the microwave current 42 . Solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation of motion for the magnetization for a small excitation field vector
, where h i are the components of the excitation field amplitude and v is its frequency, we find d.c. voltages containing symmetric (V S ) and antisymmetric (V A ) Lorentzian functions, shown in Fig. 2b . As the saturated magnetization of the sample is rotated, using u M2E to indicate the angle from the current/bar direction, the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the excitation field are associated with V S and V A via
In this way we are able to determine, at a given magnetization orientation, the current-induced field vector. In Fig. 2c we show the angle dependence of V S and V A for an in-plane rotation of the [110]
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[001] eq B eff Figure 1 | Spin-orbit coupling and antidamping SOT. a, Rashba (red) and Dresselhaus (blue) fields for momenta along different crystallographic directions. b, Semitransparent regions represent the equilibrium configuration in which the carrier spins experience an equilibrium effective field B eff eq , which anti-aligns them to the magnetization M (black arrow). During acceleration by the applied electric field E (green arrow), which shifts the centre of the Fermi surface by Dp ≈ eEt (blue arrow to dotted line), an additional field DB eff (purple arrows) ⊥M is felt. This field causes all spins to tilt in the same out-of-plane direction.
For the case of a Rashba-like symmetry, the out-of-plane non-equilibrium carrier spin density that generates the Berry curvature antidamping SOT has a maximum for an applied electric field (anti-)parallel to the magnetization. c, For the case of a Rashba-like symmetry, the out-of-plane non-equilibrium carrier spin density is zero for E⊥M because B eff eq and DB eff are parallel to each other. d, The analogous physical phenomena for zero magnetization induces a tilt of the spin out of the plane that has opposite sign for momenta pointing to the left or right of the electric field, inducing in this way the intrinsic Berry curvature SHE 29 . magnetization for a microbar patterned in the [100] crystal direction. As described in Supplementary Note 1, voltages V S and V A are related to the alternating excitation field, using the micromagnetic parameters and anisotropic magnetoresistance of the sample. The in-plane field components, determined from V A , are fitted by an M-independent current-induced field vector (m 0 h x , m 0 h y ) ¼ (291, 215) mT referenced to a current density of 1 × 10 5 A cm 22 (where m 0 is the permeability of vacuum). Because V S is non-zero, it is seen that there is also a significant h z component of the current-induced field. Furthermore, V S is not simply described by sin 2u M2E and, correspondingly, h z depends strongly on the in-plane orientation of the magnetization. To analyse the symmetry of the out-of-plane field we fit the angle dependence of V S , finding for the [100] bar shown in (Fig. 2c )
We show measurements of eight samples, two patterned in each crystal direction and plot in Fig. 3 the resulting sin u M2E and cos u M2E coefficients of h z . The corresponding in-plane fields are also shown; because these are approximately magnetization-independent they can be represented in Fig. 3 by a single vector. In the [100] bar we found that the sin u M2E coefficient of h z (which according to the theoretical model originates in the Dresselhaus spin-orbit term) is greater than the cos u M2E coefficient related to the Rashba spin-orbit term (Table 1) . If we examine the symmetries of h z in our sample set, we find that they change in the manner expected for samples with a dominant Dresselhaus term, a trend that is in agreement with the in-plane fields. The angle dependence of h z measured throughout our samples indicates an antidampinglike SOT with the theoretically predicted symmetries. Because the magnitude of the measured h z is comparable to the in-plane fields (see Supplementary Table 1 for a detailed comparison), the antidamping-and field-like SOTs are equally important for driving the magnetization dynamics in our experiment.
We note that the dominant Dresselhaus-like symmetry of h z (confirmed in a series of samples patterned along different crystal directions from the same or different (Ga,Mn)As wafers) excludes that the measured V S signals are artefacts of, for example, sample inhomogeneities. The homogeneity of the micromagnetic parameters in our (Ga,Mn)As materials has been independently confirmed in a previous magneto-optical FMR study 43 , and the driving field homogeneity in our SOT-FMR measurements has been discussed in the Supplementary Information of ref. 11 . The measurement artefacts of the frequency-dependent phase shifts between the alternating electrical current and the FMR generating field in experiments with waveguides adjacent to the sample 44 are absent in our SOT-FMR devices in which the current and field are intrinsically linked. To confirm this, we performed SOT-FMR measurements over a range of different frequencies and observed a constant ratio, within experimental error, of the antisymmetric and symmetric line shapes (Supplementary Note 2) . On the other hand, we also note that the antidamping SOT fields inferred from the V S signals have a non-zero error bar, the magnitude of which can be associated with the fitted weaker constant terms shown in Fig. 3 . These are also listed in Supplementary Table 1 , which shows that the constant terms, unlike the angle-dependent contributions, can fluctuate in amplitude and sign between nominally similar samples. We therefore attribute them to a random error from the measurement and fitting procedure.
Modelling of antidamping SOT in (Ga,Mn)As
To model the measured antidamping SOT, assuming its Berry curvature intrinsic origin, we start from the effective kinetic-exchange Hamiltonian describing (Ga,Mn)As (ref.
We emphasize that the parameters of the Hamiltonian are taken to correspond to the measured (Ga,Mn)As samples and are not treated as free fitting parameters. H ex = J pd c Mn S MnM · s, H KL and H strain refer to the strained Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian for the hole systems of GaAs (Supplementary Note 3) , s is the hole spin operator, S Mn ¼ 5/2, c Mn is the Mn density, and J pd ¼ 55 meV nm is the kinetic-exchange coupling between the localized d electrons and the valence band holes. The Dresselhaus and Rashba symmetry parts of the strain Hamiltonian in the hole picture are given by
where e ij are the strain components, C 4 ¼ 10 eV Å and we take C 5 ¼ C 4 (refs 45,46) , c.p. denotes cyclic permutations of the indices. These momentum-dependent H strain terms are essential for the generation of SOT because they break the space-inversion symmetry. The momentum-dependent spin-orbit contribution to H KL does not directly produce a SOT, but it does interfere with the linear in-plane momentum terms in H strain to reduce the magnitude of the SOT and introduce higher harmonics in the u M2E dependence of m 0 h z . We have also performed additional calculations in which we replaced H KL with a parabolic model with effective mass m * ¼ 0.5m e (m e is the bare electron mass) and included the spin-orbit coupling only through the Rashba and Dresselhaus symmetry strain terms given by equation (8) . The expected cos u M2E or sin u M2E symmetry without higher harmonics follows. In addition, a large increase of the amplitude of the effect is observed because the broken inversion symmetry spin texture does not compete with the centrosymmetric one induced by the large spin-orbit coupled H KL term. This indicates that, for a system in which the dominant spin-orbit coupling is linear in momentum, our Berry curvature antidamping SOT will be largest.
In Fig. 4 we show calculations for our (Ga,Mn)As samples including the spin-orbit coupled H KL term (full lines) term, or replacing it with the parabolic model (dashed lines). The non-equilibrium spin density induced by the Berry curvature effect is obtained from the Kubo formula 9 :
where Green's functions G ka
E F is the Fermi energy and G is the disorder-induced spectral broadening, taken in the simulations to be 25 meV, which is a typical interband scattering rate obtained for the weakly compensated (Ga,Mn)As materials in the firstorder Born approximation 41 . Note that in the disorder-free limit, equation (9) The results of our calculations are compared in Fig. 4 with the experimental dependencies of h z on u M2E measured in the four microbar directions. As expected, the parabolic model calculations strongly overestimate the SOT field h z . On the other hand, including the competing centrosymmetric H KL term, which is present in the (Ga,Mn)As valence band, gives the correct order of magnitude of h z as compared to experiment. Moreover, by including the H KL term we can also explain the presence of higher harmonics in the u M2E dependencies seen in experiment and reflecting the specific form of the carrier Hamiltonian in (Ga,Mn)As. This confirms that the experimentally observed antidamping SOT is of Berry curvature origin.
Implications for other systems
Learning from the analogy with the intrinsic anomalous Hall effect, first identified in (Ga,Mn)As and subsequently observed in a number of ferromagnets, we infer that our Berry curvature SOT is a generic phenomenon in spin-orbit coupled magnetic systems with broken space-inversion symmetry. In particular, we expect this antidamping Berry curvature SOT to be present in ferromagnet/paramagnet bilayer systems with broken structural inversion symmetry, and that it can contribute with a strength similar to that of the SHE-STT mechanism. The intrinsic SOT effect-identified in our work in the epilayer of (Ga,Mn)As with broken inversion symmetry in the crystal structure, and with the competing SHE-STT mechanism excluded by design-is associated with the out-of-plane non-equilibrium spin density S z . Our model calculations in the two-dimensional ferromagnet with Rashba spinorbit coupling showed that S z in the intrinsic SOT is proportional to the strength of the spin-orbit coupling and inversely proportional to the strength of the exchange field of the ferromagnet. We can compare this dependence on the spin-orbit and exchange couplings with the phenomenology of the competing SHE-STT mechanism. In ref. 37 , it was shown that the intrinsic SHE current is proportional to the strength of the spin-orbit coupling in the paramagnetic 4d, 5d transition metals. The non-equilibrim spin density generating the adiabatic (antidamping) STT is proportional to the spin-density injection rate from the external polarizer and inversely proportional to the strength of the exchange field in the ferromagnet [47] [48] [49] . In the SHE-STT, the role of the spin-density injection rate from the external polarizer is played by the spin current generated by the SHE in the paramagnet. For the intrinsic SHE/antidamping (adiabatic) STT we can then conclude that it is generated by the non-equilibrium spin polarization, which is proportional to the spin-orbit strength in the paramagnet and inversely proportional to the exchange-field strength in the ferromagnet. For the intrinsic SOT we inferred the same proportionality to the spinorbit strength and inverse proportionality to the exchange-field strength, but the SOT is considered to act within the few atomic layers forming the broken inversion-symmetry interface. Owing to proximity effects, however, the strength of the exchange field on either side of the interface can be comparable to the exchange field in the magnetic transition metal, and the same applies to the respective strengths of the interface and the bulk-paramagnet spin-orbit coupling. Therefore the SOT and SHE-STT can provide two comparably strong intrinsic mechanisms driving the in-plane current-induced spin dynamics in these technologically important transition-metal bilayers. Table 2 ).
Methods

Materials
Experimental procedure. A pulse-modulated (at 789 Hz) microwave signal (at 11 GHz) with a source power of 20 dBm was transmitted down to cryogenic temperatures using low-loss semirigid cables. The microwave signal was launched onto a printed circuit board patterned with a coplanar waveguide and then injected into the sample via a bond wire. The rectification voltage, generated during microwave precession, was separated from the microwave circuit using a bias tee, amplified with a voltage amplifier and then detected with a lock-in amplifier. All measurements were performed with the samples at 6 K.
Calibration of microwave current. The resistance of a (Ga,Mn)As microbar depends on temperature, and therefore on Joule heating by an electrical current. The resistance change of the microbar due to Joule heating by a direct current was first measured. The resistance change was then measured as a function of applied microwave power. We assumed the same Joule heating (and therefore resistance change of the microbar) for the same direct and root-mean-square microwave currents, enabling us to calibrate the unknown microwave current against the known direct current. For more details on the methods related to our SOT-FMR experiments and our (Ga,Mn)As materials see refs 11 and 43 and the Supplementary Information therein. 
